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Solutions ofAx = "B Xl 

M. R. Hestenes 2 and W . Karush 3 

The problem is to dete rmin e cha racteristic numbers and vecto rs for t he problem 
Ax = Al'lX, where A , Pare n X n H er mi t ia n matrices. A genera lized gradien t ." is de fi ned . 
F rom a first app roxi mation Xo , a second approximation Xl=XO+" '" is determined . Successive 
a pproximations, wi th app ropriate alphas, converge to a solution . 

1. Introduction 

Let A, E, b e Hermit ian m atriees of or der n with E 
positiv e defini te. Then th e eharacteris tic vec to rs of 
the equ ation 

A X= AE x 

are th e cri tical points of th e "R ayleigh quotien t" 

() (x, A x) 
!l X = (x, E x)' x~ o , 

(1) 

(2) 

and th e corresponding valu es of th e quotien t ar e the 
ch aracteris tic valu es A. In particular the minimum 
(maximum) of !l is th e least (g reatest) characteristic 
value of (1). Our p urpose is to discLlss a m ethod of 
finding the solu tions of (J ) that is based upon this 
observation and that avoids a transformation of the 
problem . 

The m ethod is an iterative one Lhat may oe de
scrihed briefly as folloIVs 4 With each non-n ull v ect,or 
x we associate a vector 1) (x) that is in a cer ta in S()]lse 
the gradien t of !l at x. We then pass from one app rox
imation x to tJl(' next x' by m eans of th e formul a 

x' =x-'a 'Y] , 

where th e scalar a may depend upon x. The gradien t 
used h ere is deten n ined by th e equation 

where G is an arbitrary posi tive d efinite H ermitian 
m atrix . In computational practice G would b e se
lected so that its inverse G-l is known (e. g. , G= 1, the 
iden tity matri.;(). In section 4 it will b e shown tha t Lhis 
method is convergent if th e scalars a(x) are appro
priately chosen , and in section 6 two feasible sch emes 
for this choice will be described. In gen eral, con
vergen ce is established only to some, possibly in ter
mediate, characteristic value (and vector). Und er 
special h ypotheses this will be th e least characteristic 
value (see section 5). 

The method has sever al computational advan tages. 
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It avoids a transformation of problem (1).5 It 
minimizes rounel-off errors by beginning each s tep 
\vith a n ew init ial vector . The ca lculations at each 
stage of th e iteration arc s imple an d iden tical in 
form wi th those of the pr eceding one. The method 
is thereby particularly sui ted to high-speed a uto
matic compu ting machines. H owever, it appears to 
con ve"ge too slowly to be of use for hand ealcula tion . 

When one or more characteristic veoLol's ar e k nown 
Lh e method m ay be moclified so as to y ield a n ew 
characteristic v ec tor (sec section 7) . This is ach ieved 
by appr.)priately al tering eq. 3 for Lhe gradien t. 

For arbitrary complex matrices A , B i t is of in
terest to know when th e problem 

CX= ADx 

may be transformcd to one of Lype (J ) . 
characterizations 6 are given in sec Lion 8, 
which ar c of comp utation al valu e. 

2 . Preliminary Results 

(4) 

Several 
orne of 

In this section we sh all s tate some defini tions and 
assemble some well-known facts on matrices. No 
proofs will be given . 

By a vector we understand an n-tuple 1= (ai , 
a2, . . . , an) of complex n umbers. W e deal wi tb 
the space of such vectors over th e scalar fi eld of 
complex numbers. W e let 

where c deno tes th e complex conjugate of th e scalar 
c. Thus (x, y ) = (y ,x). The length of x is [xl = (x, x) t . 
If C is an arbitr ary ma trix th en 

(x,Cy ) = (C*x, y ) 

wh ere Cy has the usual 
conjugate tr anspose of C. 
if and only if 

m eaning, and C* is the 
A matrix H is Hermitian 

H *= H . 

In this case (x,b.x) is a r eal number. W e shall sav 
5 Such a t.ransformatioD m ay, for example, involve fi nd ing t he i nverse of A or 

B . l \. more feasible schem eco mputa t iooally is to write B = LL* w ith L t r ian gular 
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taneous eq ua t ions, Quart. J. Meeh. and Applied M ath. p. 147 to li3 (1918). 
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that two vectors x and yare H-orthogonal in case 

(x, Hy) = (y ,H x) = 0. 

Two sets of vectors are H -orthogonal in case each 
vector of one set is H -orthogonal to each vector of the 
o th er . By orthogonality is meant I -orthoganality, 
with I the identity matrix. 

A matrix G is positive definite in case i t is H er
mitian and 

(x, Gx) >0 when ever x ~ o. 
Let G be posi tive defini te. There exist positive 
numbers m(G) and k l (G) su ch that 

(5) 

Also, we have the incquality 

1 (x, Gy) 12 ~ (x,Gx) (y ,Gy) . (6) 

the equality holding if and only if x and yare linearly 
dependent. Further, the matrix G- l is positive 
definite, and th ere exis ts a positive definite matrix 
G, such that G= G~ . 

W e t urn now to problem (4), wherc C and D are 
arbitrary matrices. The numbcr A' is a character
is tic number (roo t, value) of (5) in case there is a 
non-null vector y' such that 

Cy' = A'Dy' . 

"Ye allow the characteris tic value A' = 00; in this 
case Dy' = O. ~W e say that y' is a characteristic vector 
b elonging to A'. For a problem of type (1), where A 
is H ermitian and B is posi tive defini te, every char
acteristic valu e is fini te and real. Let 

be the k distinct real characteristic roo ts of (1), and 
let L j= L (Aj) be the characteristic manifold belonging 
to Ai> that is, linear subspace spanned by the char
acteris tic vectors belonging to Aj. Then any two 
subspaces belonging to distinct A'S are B- and 
A -orthogonal , and have only the null vectors in 
common. Further , every vector z has a unique 
decomposition of th e form 

For problem (1) the importan t extremum principle is 

Aj=min /l ex), 
Xr'o 

Aj=max J.1. (x), 
xr'o 

In par ticular , 

x B-or th ogon al to L " . . ., L j -1, 

x B-orthogonal to Lk , • • • , L j +1• 

x~ O . 

3. The Gradient 

The direction for which th e directional derivative 
of the function, J.1. given by (2), is a maximum will 
no "v be calculated. This optimal direction will be 
determined relative to the inner product (x, Gy) 
corresponding to an arbi trary, fixed positive defini te 
ma tri.x G. The generality of an arbitrary inner prod
u ct has computational significance as well as 
theoretical interes t ; in practice it is limited to 
matrices G whose inverses ar e known. The i teration 
method and convergen ce theorems that are to follow 
later depend only upon the final formula th at will be 
obtained for the maximizing direction, not upon th e 
deriv ation of the formula ; th e deriva tion is intended 
to sugges t the motivation for the m ethod. 

For fixed vectors x~ o and ox~ O , consider the 
function J.1. (X + EOX) for real E . By a simple calcula tion 
we find that at E= O, 

el/l 2R { ox, ~)} 
el E (x, B x) ' 

where 
X~ O , (7) 

and R {c } denotes the r eal part of c. W e therefore 
seek that vector ox for which 

R { (ox,O } = max, (bx, Gox) = 1. (8) 

'/) is defined by the eq ua tion 

Then , using (6), 

R { (ox,~) } = R { (ox,G'/) ) } ~ 1 (ox, G'/) ) 1 

::::; (8x,G8x)t ('/) , G'/))~ = ('r) ,G'r))!. 

It is an easy ma tter to verify tha t 8x= 'r) / ('r) ,G'r) )! is 
th e unique normalized vector for which equali ty 
holds between the first and last terms above. H en ce 
this vector is the desired solution of (8) . In troducing 
a change in normalization for convenien ce, 'r) is 
termed th e gradien t of }.L (with respect to G). 

W e shall have occasion to use the gradien t rela tive 
to a side condition 

(8x,z) = 0 , z fixed. (10) 

H er e we wish to solve (8) relat ive to (10). ~ is 
defin ed by th e equation 

G~= ~+ hz= G'r) + hz 

where II, is determin ed so that (l", z) = 0. Thus 

11, = (12) 

Then , in ligh t of (10), (bx,~)=(ox,GS) . As before, it 
follows that th e maximizing vector is proportional 
to ~, and this vector is chosen to be th e gradien t. 

More gen erally, with several independen t side 
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conditions 
(OX, Zl) = 0, (OX ,ZZ) = 0, . . . 

is as the gradient the vector .I is obtained, where 

(J 3) 

with the h's determined so that .I is orthogonal to 
each of the z's. 
Thus the h's are the solutions of 

hI (G- 1zl,Zl) + hz(G- 1zz,zl) + 

hI (G- 1zl,ZZ) + hz(G- 1zz,z2) + 

= -(1/ ,ZI) 

= -(1/ ,Z2) (14) 

in which the determinant of the h's is nonzero , by 
the positive definiteness of G- l and the independence 
of the z's. 

The change in iJ. when we pass from a vector 
x~ o to the vector X- a7J , will now be computed 
where a is some real number and 7J (x ) is given by (9). 
Assume that x is no t characteristic, i. e. 7J ~O. 
Direct calculation leads to 

where 

wi th 

j( ' )_ a(2 - psa) x a "------, - 1-2qa+ ra2 

X~O , 7J ~O , 

(15) 

(16) 

Our iteration procedure takes the following form. 
An initial vector Xo is given. Then the sequence 
{ XI } is determined by 

4 . General Convergence Theorems 

In this section and the next will be established 
convergence theorems under a certain general as
sump t ion on the real seq uence {a i} " In the section 
following these two we shall describe two eA'ecLive 
ways of meeting these conditions. For the present, 
we assume that the seq uence has the property that 
there exist real positive constan ts b2 and c such that 

To simplify our discussion we wi h Lo dispose of 
the trivial case in which 7J j= O for some first index j. 
In this instance Xj is a characteristic vector belonging 
to the characteristic value iJ. j, and Xi = Xh i ~j. The 
results to be given in this, and the next, section arc 
now immecliately verifiable. Hence we shall pro
ceed on the basis that 

7J i ~O , i = O, 1,2, .... 

In particular (19) hold for every i. 

Theorem 1. Suppose that the sequence [a il satisfies 
(20). Then iJ. i= ""' (X, ) is a decreasing sequence that 
converges to a characteristic valu e ~ oj (1). Also 
lim (x t, Gx i) = d> O; in parti cular the lengths Ixt l are 
i ---tco 

bounded and bounded away jrom zero . E very accum
ulation point oj [x il is a characteristic vector i n L (~) . 

To make the proof, we notice first that by (19) 
and (20) that the sequ ence {iJ. d is cl ecreasing, since 
Band G arc positive definite. Since this sequence is 
bounded from below by the minimum characteristic 
value ~ " i t follows that it has a limi t, call i t iJ./ . 
By (5), (19), (20) there is a positive constant e such 
that 

(1 7) Hence t i~O; in fact 

where the real number a t is to be specified at each 
step. In order to be sure that (17) determines a 
well-defined sequence we must verify that x ; ~ O for 
every i. To this end suppose tha t for a given j, 
Xj ~ 0; no tice that from (9) 

(Xj,G7J j) = (Gx j, 1/J=O. 

Hence by (17) 

since G is positive definite. Hence X j+ \ ~O . Since 
xo ~ O , the sequence is well defined. 

From (15) we have 

j i(a )= j(x;) a), 

(19) 
this eq ua tion holding whenever 1/ ; ~ O. 

From (18) we derive 
i 

(Xt +l, GXi+ l) = (XO) Gxo) II (1 + a~tj) . 
.i=o 

(21 ) 

It is well known that the product on the righ t con-
0> 

verges if L2a;t j does . The latter condition holds by 
o 

(20) and (2 1) . This establishes the exis te nce of the 
limit cl and the asserted property of Ix il· 

lt now follows tha t 7J t---?O and h ence, by (9), 

(22) 

Let y/ be any limit point of {x ;} ; there exists at least 
one. Then y/ is a non-null vector which, by (22), 
satisfies 

Ay' - iJ.'By' = O. 
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Thus J.l.' is a characteristic value and y' belongs to 
L (J.l.' ) . This completes the proof. 

Theorem 2. L et (20) hold. Ij the sequence {x ;} has 
an isolated accumulation point y , then {x ;} converges to 
y. Consequently ij the characteristic root A oj the 
preceding theorem is simple (i . e., dim L (A)= l ) , then 
{x i} converges to a characteristic vector. 

Let y be an isolated accumulation point and let 
P b e the set of remaining accumulation poin ts. Let 
81 and 82 be open sets with disjoint closures with y 
in 8, and P in 82 • There is an i' such that for i? i' 
Xi lies in the union of the two open sets. Let d' > O 
be the greatest lower bound of lu-vl for u in 8" 
v in 8 2 . Since 7] i""""O by the preceding proof, we 
may, by (20) and (17), choose an i"?:~' such that 
jXHI-X i l< 1d' for i?i" . H ence if Xi is in 8 1, 

i?i", then XH' is in 8,. It follows that for some.1, 
X i is in 8, for aU i?.1. Thus P is null. This estab
lishes the first conclusion of the theorem. 

Let A be a simple root . From Theorem 1 every 
accumulation point y must satisfy (y , Gy) = d. There 
are exactly two vectors in L (A) which satisfy this 
condition. By the first part of the theorem {xd 
must converge to one of them. This completes the 
proof. 

Theorem 3. L et (20) hold, and let A be the character
istic value oj Theorem 1. Then there is a sequence of 
vectors {y d in L (A) such that 

lim (Xi- Y i) = 0 . 
i--)(X) 

For the [ roof we utilize the decomposition 

Xi=Y i+Zi, Y i in L (A) and Zi B-orthogonal to L (A). 

Now suppose Zi does no t converge to zero . Then 
somc subsequence { z; } converges to z ~ O. The cor
responding subsequence { x; } has a further subse
quence { x;' } which converges to y in L (A), by 
Theorem 1. By the above decomposition, thc cor
responding subsequence {y;' } converges, necessarily 
to a vector y" in L (A). H en ce, 

z=lim (x7 - y;) = y - y" . 

Thus Z is both in L (A) and B-orthogonal to this sub
space. Hence Z= O. This contradiction completes 
the proof. 

It is worthy of notice that insofar as the itera tion 
described in this paper is to be used as a practicable 
numerical method for finding some characteristic 
vector of (1), then the conclusion of the preceding 
theorem is as effective as the assertion that the se
q uence { x i} actually converges. For th e thcorem 
asser ts that th e sequence will come , and remain, 
within an arbitrarily small distance of some char
acteristic vector, this vector possibly varying with Xi' 

5. Convergence to the Least Characteristic 
Vector 

B acause our iteration method is a gradient pro-

under appropriate hypotheses on the problem (1) 
and the matrix G the sequen ce J.l. i will converge to 
AI, the minimum characteristic value. We shall 
show under a rather strong assumption that such 
convergence will take place, and further, that the 
sequence { Xi} will converge, whether or not Al is 
simple. 

In passing, we remark tha t although for definite
ness the iteration so as to produce a decreasing se
quence J.l. i has been formulated a slight modification 
in (20) produces an increasing sequence ; the change is 

The results of the previous section hold in this case, 
and und er the forthcoming additional hypothesis of 
this section, convergence will take place to Ak, the 
the greatest characteristic value, and to a correspond
ing characteristic vector. 

L emma 1. Suppose that 

(23) 

Then problem (1) and the problem 

GX = 7JB x (24) 

have a common complete set oj characteristic vectors y" 
Y2, ... , Yn with (Y P' Byq) = opq=Kronecker delta. 

To prove this B = EP is written with H positive 
definite and Hermi tian . Then (1) and (24), r e
spectively, are equivalent to H - IAH -'z= AZ and 
H - 'GH - ' z= li Z where z= H x. It it' easily verified 
that the condition (23) is equivalen t to the commuta
tivity of the H ermitian matrices H - IAH-' and 
H - IGH- ' . It follows by standard theory that these 
matrices are simul taneously reducible to diagonal 
form by a unitary transformation; h en ce they share 
a complete or tho-normal set of characteristic vectors 
ZI, Z2 , . .. , Zn . The desired vectors Yv are now 
given by zp= I-lY1J' 

Theorem 4. Assume that (20) and (23) hold. For 
a given initial vector xo, let m be the smallest integer 
.1 (.7 = 1, 2 , ... , k ) jor which Xo is not B-orthogonal to 
the characteristic manijold L j . Then 

lim IL i= Am, lim X i=y~O with y in L m. 
, .... '" , .... '" 

'iV e employ th e basis of Lemma 1 to write 

It is assumed that th e basis has been ordereel so that 
the first 1' , vectors span L" the next 1'2-1', vectors 
span L 2, etc. (We take 1'0 = 0. ) By multiplying 
each vector of the basis by ± 1 we may assume that 

p = 1,2, .. . , n . 

Le t 

cedure which decreases l.! (x) , it is to bo expected that b e the characteristic numbers of (1) corresponding 
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to the succeSSIve vectors of th e basis. Th us 7[ = 
.. . = 7T1 = }..[ , 7T1+[= ... = 7T2 = A2, etc. Furthl'l"
more let V p be the characteris tic number of (24) 
corresponding to y p, Thus 

Vp = (Y1J' GY1J» 0 
and 

Using (17), (9), (1) and th e precedin g equ ality 
it i fOlilld tha t 

with 
(25) 

Also 
(26) 

Since Xo is by hypothesis B-orthogonal to each of the 
subsp aces L I , ••• , L",_[, we h ave aoQ= O for q= l , 
2, ... ,1'",_1 , By (25), a iq= O for eve ry i. 
H ence every Xi is B-orthogon al to th e same subspaces 
and by the extremum principle of section 2 we h ave 

Now for each q= r"'_I+ l , ... , 1'", consider the 
sequen ce {a tq}. For i = O, aOQ~ O , with th e strict 
inequality holding for at least one valu e of q. From 
(25) it follows that th e sequence is nonnegative and 
nondeCTeasing, sin ce th e term in braces is not less 
than 1 for the presen t r ange of q by (20), vp> O, and 
th e last displayed inequality . The sequence is also 
bounded, since IXil is, by Theorem l. Thus 

lim a tq=eQ~ O , q = 7'm- l + 1, ... , 7'"" (27) 
1-> 0> 

wi th at least on e limit positive. 

L et y ' be an arbitrary accumulation poin t of {xd 
(there is at least one). L et {Xi} be a subsequence 
con verging to y' . By Theorem 1, y' is a characteristic 
vector of (1). In addition it must belong to Lm , for 
otherwise 

a;.=(YQ, B X;)-'7(y q, By') = 0, 

con trary to (27). It now follows that a;p -'70 for p 
outside the range of q, as in (27). Thus 

Sin ce y ' was an arbi trary limit point we have the 
desired convergence of Xi to a vector y in Lm. Finally, 

Corollary. The condition (23) is satisfied if (1) 
G= B , 01' (2) G= 1 and AB= BA. 

This is easily verified. The case G= B = 1 with A 

r eal symmetric was studied in greater detail in the 
paper by th e presen t authors referred to earlier . 

6. Construction of the Sequence {ai} 

W e shall describe two methods of constru cting 
Lhis sequence so that condition (20) is saLisfi.ed . 

L emma 2. L et the real number b2 satisjy 

2 m(G) 
0 < b2< Ak_ AI' M (B)' (28) 

where Ak- Al is the spread oj the characteristic values oj 
(1) and the other quantities aTe defined by (5). Then 
there is a constant cl > O such that jor every x~ O with 
1J ~ 0 we have 

Let X and a saLisfy th e required conditions. 
Assume further that a~O. Then we may wriLe (16) 
in th e form 

(2 - psa) 
(29) 

Now 

where we h ave used (5) and th e extr emum property 
of Al and Ak. Thus th e numerator on the right side 
of (29) exceeds the positive number (2 - b3). Our 
proof will be compleLe if we can sh ow tha t the corre
sponding (positive) denominator is bounded uni
formly in X a nd a. B y (5) it is sufficient to show 
11J l/lxl is bounded . But this i an immediate conse-
quen ce of (9). . 

As a consequence of Lemma 2 we h ave the follow
ing result. 

Theorem 5. L et the sequence {at} oj real numbers 
be such that 

(30) 

JOT constants bl, b2 with the latter as in (28). Then 
this sequence satisfies condition (20). 

OULl' second m ethod of prescribing a = a(:;;) stems 
from th e idea of m aximizing j (a)=j(:,;, a ) as a func
tion of a, hence choosing a as a zero of j'(a). A 
simple calculation leads to 

X~ O , 1J ~ O . (31) 

A function a(x) is now defined as follows. Choose 
an arbi trary fixed posi tive co nstant b4• L et 

{
first zero of J'(a) on 0 ~ a ~ b4, 

a(x) = (x~ O , 1J ~ O). 
b4, if no such zero exists. 

This function IS computationally simple; its con-
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struction involves only the solution of a quadratic 
equation and a comparison of numbers. 

Theorem 6. For a given constant b4> 0 and a given 
init'ial vector xo~ O determine the sequence { a d by 
means of the iteration formula (17) and the equation 

ai= {a(X i) ,If Tl i~ O , 
b4 If Tl i= O, 

where a(x) is given by (32). Then this sequence 
satisfies condition (20). 

For the proof several properties of the function 
(32) are es tablished. The coefficients of the quad
ratic expression in the numerator in (3 1) are uni
formly bounded in x . This is a consequence of (9) 
and (5). It follows that its zeros are uniformly 
bounded away from 0, H ence, there is a number 
b3> 0 such that 

b3 :5, a(x):5, b4• 

Thus the first condition of (20) is fulfilled. K ow 
f(a) is a non-decreasing function on O:5,a :5, a(x ); for, 
by l' (0) = 2 and (32) its derivative is non-negative 
on this interval. Select b2< b3 so that (28) holds. 
Then 

uniformly in x. From this we see that the second 
condition of (20) also holds. The proof is com
plete. 

7 . Obta ining Further Characteristic Vectors. 

Suppose that a characteristic vector y' with 
characteristic valu e A' is known. We propose to 
show how the preceding iteration scheme may be 
modified so as to secure a new, independen t char
acteristic vector. The procedure will be to start 
with an initial vector :to which is B-orthogonal to y ' 
and maintain this orthogonality at each step of the 
iteration. 

Thus, let 
z= By' (33) 

and suppose we have a vector x~ O such that 
(x, z)= O. W e wish our- next approximation :L -- al to 
be orthogonal to z, i. c" we require ' -

(I, z)= O. (34) 

In order to select the direction I in an optimal man
ner , according to section 3, it is chosen proportional 
to the solution of (8) with the side condition (10), z 
as in (33),. W e thereby determinc I by (11 ) a nd 
(12). NotlCc that by (11 ), 

(x , G\) = O (35) 

using (34) and (7). Now suppose I= I(X)~O. 
Then a straightforward calculation using the first 
equa tiop of, (35) shows that equations (15) and (16) 
are vahd With 'I) everywhere replaced by s. 

The i teration formula (17) is now replaced by 

(36) 

with the corresponding formula (18) valid by the 
second equation of (35). Our present sequence 
however has the additional property 

(37) 

An examination of sec tion 4 shows that with one 
necessary verification, to be remarked on soon, the 
three theorems of that section remain valid. W e may 
now add, however, that the characteristic accumula
tion vectors y in Theorem 1 and 2 are B-orthogonal to 
y', and that the vectors Y i of Theorem 3 have the 
same property , The r equired verification is to estab
lish the equivalence of I(X)=O with TI (x)= O and 
l i-70 with Tl i-70. Here, of course, TJ is given by (11 ). 
We shall prove only the second equivalence ; this will 
suggest the proof of the first. That I i-70 when 
TJ i-70 is immediate from (9), (11) and (12) , Suppose 
I i O. W e note first that (~ i' Y')= O ; this follows 
from (7), (37) and the fact that y' is characteristic. 
H ence by (11) 

(GI i'Y' ) = h i(By' ,y' ), 

where h i of (12) has the obvious m eaning. H ence 
h i-70. It follo\vs by (11) that ~ i-70 and h ence 
TJ i-70, as desired . 

The constructions of section 6 remain valid under 
the present itera,tion (36) . It is only necessary to 
verify the uniform boundedness of ill /lxi, X~ O , 
I~ O. This is an immediate consequence of (11), 
(12) and (9). 

To maintain the validity of Theorem 4 of section 
5 in the present context it is not necessar.\- to modify 
the iteration procedure from (17) to (36) , The 
earlier m ethod is adequate. For, by (25), we see 
that if the initial vector Xo is B-orthogonal to y' , so 
is each vector Xi, and h ence the limit vector y. 

If several characteris tic vectors y', y", ... with 
characteristic values A' , A" , ... are known then 
the iteration (36) is to be used with I determined by 
(13) and (14), where z\ = By' , z2= B y" , . . .. The 
resulting sequ ence {x d will b e B-orthogonal to the 
known characteristic vectors and hence all limi t 
vectors will have this property. It ma.\- be easily 
verified that the preceding remarks concerning th e 
validity of th e results of the previous sections r em ain 
in force. 

The iteration X- al determined by (13) and (14) 
is theoretically equivalent to the following procedure. 
First form the vector X' =x-aw==x-aG-- l~ , and th en 
determine k j , k2' ... so that 

(38) 

is B -orthogonal to y' , y" , ' . , . It is easy to verify 
that x" = X-al' However the procedure just de
scribed has the computational advantage that th e 
vector Xi formed at each stage is accurately 13-
orthogonal to the known characteristic vectors. In 
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the alternative procedure (36) , B-orthogo nali ty of Xi 
may b e gradually 10 t tlu'ough round-off er1'Ol'S 
(although this may be remedied by th e additional 
work of occasional B-orthogonalization) . 

It would also be extremely conveni ent for the 
determination of the k's in (38) (or the h's in (13) ) to 
have (O- lZhZm) = 0 for j~m. This may b e achieved 
by successively orthogonalizing as additional charac
teristic vectors are accumulated. Suppose y" has 
been calculated with y' known. Then with zl= By', 
define Z2 by 

with l chosen so that ( Z2,O- I ZI) = 0. Then the 0 - 1_ 

orthogonal set (ZI, Z2) may be used in (38) (01' (13)) . 
Suppose now that a third independen t characteristic 
vector yilt is calculated . Pu t 

Z3 - By II , + ll Zl + l2Z2 

with ll ' l2, chosen 0 that (Z3 ,O- lZl)= (Z.,0- lZ2)= 0; 
this determination is simplified by the a - i-orthog
onality of (Zl, Z2) ' The new 0 - 1-or thogonal set 
(ZI, Z2, Z3) may now b e used in (38) . The extension 
to more vec tors is clear. 

8 . Problems Equivalent to (1) 

We leave now the calculation of characteristic 

Then 
k 
~ dim L()\ j) = dim H . 
j = 1 

It is sufficient to make the proof for the equiva
lent problem (41), where Vj= l /()\ j- b) and L j= L(vj). 
It may be assumed that the characteristic values so 
ordered that if V= O is a characteristic value, then 
VI = 0. Let H j be the space spann ed by L l, L 2, ••• , L j. 
Any two spaces L j have only th e null vector in 
common. It follows that the statement 

(42) 

is valid for j = 2. Assume that (42)holds for j = m < k; 
we sh<:t11 show that it is then valid for j = m + l. If 
(42) were false for j = m + 1, then there would exist 
a vector Ym+ 1 ~ O of Lm+l such that 

Ym+l= Yl + Y2+ ... + Ym, 

l= l ,2, . . . ,m . 

with not all th e torm 011 th e right null. 
EY I= vlFYI is obtained 

From 

vectors and values and raise the question of when a Bu t EY rn +l= Vrn +1FYm+ I' Since [FI~ O, 
general problem of the type 

CX= ADx, with IC- AD I¢O in A, (39) 

is eq uivalent to one of type (1), that is, one with A 
H ermitian and B posit.ive definite. For the moment 
we impose no additional conditions on the complex 
matrices C and D. Clearly (39) has at most n char
acteristic roots (including the possible real value 
A= co), where n is the order of the matrices. 

Consider a second problem 

R;t= ASx. (40) 

By asserting that problems (39) and (40) are equiva
lent we mean that there is a non singular matrix K 
and one-to-one correspondence between the distinct 
characteristic values of (39) and those of (40) with 
the following property: if A' of (39) corresponds to 
A" of (40), then y' is a characteristic vector of (39) 
belonging to ),,' if and only if y" = Ky' is a character
istic vector of (40) belonging to ),,". If b is a number 
such that IC- bD I ~ O , then (39) is equivalent to 
(C- bD)x= (),, - b)Dx, and hence to 

Ex= vFx, with E = D, F= C- bD, lI= ),, ~ b ' IF I ~ O . 

( 41) 

Notice that V= 00 isnot a ch aractcristicvaluc of (41 ) . 
L emma 2. L et Ail .1= 1. 2, .. . , k, be the dis

tinct characteristic values oj (39) and let H be the space 
spanned by the spaces L j= L (Aj). 

so that 

... +(~-1) Ym= O, 
Vm +l 

since V" n +l~O. But (42) hold s for j = m. H ence 
each term on the left a bove must vanish. At least 
one Yl , say y;, is not null. Then VmJ-l= v; , l' :::;m. 
This contradiction completes the proof. 

From the lemma i t is clear that the condiLion 

k 

~ dim L j= n 
j= 1 

(43) 

for (39) is equivalent to the assertion that every 
vector may b e written uniqu ely, apart from order of 
terms, as a sum of characteristic vectors belonging 
to distinct characteristic values. 

Our main theorem is the following. 
Theorem 8. For a problem (39) each ojthejollowing 

conditions im1Jlies the other. 
I. Problem (39) is equivalent to one oj 

type (1) . 
II . The characteristic values oj (39) are 

real and (43) holds. 
III. TheTe exists a positive definite matrix P 

such that CPD* is IIermitian . 
Tha t II follows from I is a co nsequence of the well

known fact that for problem (1) condition II is 
valid. To show that II implies III we construltt th e 
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nonsingular matrix Y whose columns are th e n 
linearly independent (by Lemma 2) characteristic 
vectors of (41). Thus EY = FYA , wh ere A is a real 
diagonal matrix comprising th e characteristic roots 
of (41 ). H ence A= Y - 1F- 1EY is H ermitian, tha t is 

Hence 
EPF* = FPE*, P = YY*. (44) 

From the defini tion of E and Fin (41 ) is obtained 

DPO* = OPD* (45) 
as desired. 

Finally, to show tha t III implies I we observe first 
that (45) implies (44) . Problem (41) is equivalent to 

EP F*z= vFP F* z, x= PF* z, 

which is of type (1) . This completes the proof. 
Corollary. The jollowing condition may be added to 

those oj Theorem 8. 
IV. There exists a positive definite matrix P 

such that O*PD is H ermitian. 
For th e proof we need only observe tha t II hold s 

for (39) if and only if it holds for 

O*x= AD*x , 

and t hen apply III to this problem. 
If our theory is limi ted to real vectors over th e 

field of real numbers , then th e following specializa
tions occur. The matrices A and B are to be taken 
r eal symmetric and the matrices 0 and D are to be 
taken real. The matrix P of III and IV is real 
symmetric and the condition of reality in II is 
su perfluo us. 

If th e matrix P of III or IV is known then the 
transformation of (39) to (1) involves only matrix 
multiplications and hence is computationally feasible. 
For example, in case of III with IDI ~o we write 

OPD*Z = ADPD*z, x= PD* z. 

From th e solu tions z of this problem we obtain th e 
solutions x of (39) by a direct matrix transformation. 
If 101 ~o , we write 

DPO*z= vOPO* z, 
1 

A=-, 
v 

x= PO* z. 

In th e case of IV with, say IDI ~o , we write 

D*POX= AD*PDx 

which is of type (1) with solutions exactly those of 
(39) . In the case of ei th er III orIV with 101= IDI=o, 
we first transform to (41) and then apply the preced
ing technique indicated for IDI ~o . 

Los ANGELES, September 11 , 1950. 
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